
EOLO 830 day hbs – full optional (2019)

General Data:

Shipyard and model: EOLO MARINE 830 DAY

Length overall: 8,30 mt   - Beam:   2,55 mt

Engine: Mercury verado 300 - outboard

Power: 300 Hp  - Engine hours:  138  h

Year of construction: 2019

Load of people: 8

Cabin:  1  - Berths: 2

Bathroom: 1 

Condition: Like new, only sweet water, Always dry storage even in 

summer, winter storage in shed.

Description: 

Beautiful walkaround Eolo 830 day HBS full optional, full black hull and 

deck with De Luxe red/anthracite cushions. Steering controls with pilot 

and co-pilot seat and aft seat with fold-down back to turn it into a 

comfortable sunbed. On the left side passage to reach the bow, 

which accommodates up to 4 people. The interior features elegant 

Scavolini wood furniture. Small pantry with built-in refrigerator, sink, 

microwave oven and stove; forward cabin with double bed and 

separate bathroom compartment with electric toilet, sink, shower and 

black water system. 

Accessories:  

Full red/anthracite quilted upholstery, sink with faucet in cabin, LED 

light pack, Flexiteak cockpit - swim platform and steps, Flexiteak cabin

floor, battery charger, dock socket + cable, automatic shower drain, 

hydraulic steering, Phonix inverter, electric windlass, ethyl stove, system 

for 2 batteries with diverter, electric marine toilet with black water 

system, electric trim tabs, underwater lights, 230 V socket in cockpit, 

retractable swim ladder, water ski hook, Raymarine GPS, Philips TV, 

stereo with 4 speakers, full hull cover, steel rollbar with locking
Visible: Garda Lake
*plus commission. The given information is purely indicative and does not constitute a contractual 

obligation. Images are for illustrative purpose and may differ from the original. No guarantee for typing 

errors and omissions.

Price: 80.000,00€ + commission

Tel office: +39 0365 671007
Mobile +39 347 9102746 (italian)

Mobile +393473754735 (german/english/french)

www.pollininautica.it info@pollininautica.it

• FULL OPTIONAL 

• HULL AND CUSHIONS 

RED/ANTHRACITE
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